
Part 11
Advancing Empowerment and Poverty 
Eradication in Africa through the Camp 

Model: Discussions at the UN Commission 
for Social Development

Given that discussions at the Commission for Social Development (CSocD) focused on poverty 
eradication, especially for youth, the International Association of Applied Psychology UN team’s 
field project in Africa, the Girls Empowerment Programme (GEP), was of particular interest to 
African delegates. This program, described in a previous IAAP Bulletin in more detail, essentially 
comprises training in life skills and entrepreneurship for young village girls in Africa. See http://
www.new.iaapsy.org/uploads/newsletters/April2011.pdf. Through an extensive outcome evaluation, 
which is rarely done in such circumstances and thus is a major contribution to the field, the camp 
was shown to be successful in improving the participants’ self-esteem and furthering their awareness 
and ideas about income-generating activities; thus providing promise to break the cycle of poverty 
and HIV/AIDS infection.

IAAP UN reps Judy Kuriansky and Mary O’Neill Berry had several meetings at CSocD to discuss 
these issues. On 6 February, they met with the representative of the African Union Commission, 
Johan L. Strijdom, Ph.D., who is the Head of the Division of Social Welfare, Vulnerable Groups, 
Drug Control and Crime Prevention in the Department of Social Affairs of the African Union 
Commission, located in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Besides being an African Union Advisor, he is 
also a Clinical Social Worker with extensive experience and interest in drug and alcohol abuse 
treatment. This background makes him very interested in the GEP. Phil Lilienthal, founder of 
Global Camps Africa, an NPO that was a partner in the GEP, travelled from Washington to the UN 
in NYC to be present at the meetings.

Pictured from left to right: IAAP UN rep Judy Kuriansky, Johan L. Strijdom of the Africa Union Commission, Global 
Camps Africa’s Phil Lilienthal, IAAP UN rep Mary O’Neill Berry.
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Dr. Strijdom mentioned that he is very interested in an African Index of Well-being – which would 
be different from a more general index for other countries, since issues in Africa are specific. He 
would like to develop such an Index.

In addition, he is very interested in the GEP camp, and the possibility of its implementation 
throughout African nations. He thinks other African countries will welcome the model. Since the 
idea overlaps several departments in his office, including Social Affairs, Employment, and Human 
Resources/Science & Technology (which includes Education), he would like to convene a meeting 
of these departments in the African Union headquarters in Ethiopia to introduce the idea, so the 
various representatives can propose the project to their respective Ministries. The concept can be 
introduced at a meeting in April in Addis Ababa with the Ministers of the key Departments.

Another valuable possibility for collaboration was made when IAAP UN rep Judy Kuriansky 
connected with South African CSocD delegate Valerie Matlou, Chief Director of Economic and 
Social Affairs for the government of South Africa. Ms. Matlou set up a meeting with her colleague, 
Sadi Luka, chief director of the South African Department of Social Development. Given their 
interest in camps for youth for social development, and in partnering with an NGO to assure 
adequate human capacity and expertise in skills-training for youth, another meeting took place 6 
February 2012, focusing on this issue, with IAAP rep Mary O’Neill Berry and the founder of 
Global Camps Africa (GCA), Phil Lilienthal, attending.

The IAAP team described the history 
of our partnership with GCA and the 
Office of the First Lady and various 
Ministries in Lesotho, Africa, for the 
Girls Empowerment Programme, and 
the model and success of that project. 
GCA director Lilienthal detailed his 
extensive experience running camps in 
America and throughout Africa, 
concentrating on South Africa, where 
GCA is headquartered. Camps are 
residential and also in day format; 
after the camp is over, Saturday 
programs (Kids’ Clubs) take place for 
6 months to a year, to reinforce and 
enhance the messages delivered at the 
Camps. Training the counselors before 
the Camp is an essential element, 
which has to be figured into the costs.

The South African delegates described their current context and needs, and how the collaboration 
can be fruitful.

IAAP UN rep Judy Kuriansky speaking with South African CSocD delegate 
Valerie Matlou.
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An initial meeting with South African CSocD delegates: pictured left to right:  APA UN intern Fahad Rahman; South 
Africa CSocD delegate Valerie Matlou; IAAP UN rep Judy Kuriansky; IAAP member and SPSSI UN rep Corann Okorodudu; 
South Africa CSocD delegate Sadi Luka; and IAAP IN intern Emily Lawson.

Pictured from left: IAAP UN reps Mary O’Neill Berry and Judy Kuriansky, Global Camps Africa director Phil Lilienthal, 
and South African CSocD delegate Valerie Matlou, at second meeting about collaboration.
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The youth development and leadership initiative, under the Department of Social Development, is 
supported at the Ministerial level. The goals are to provide youth with life skills and heightened 
self-esteem to meet challenges and build leadership ability; to provide opportunities to develop 
awareness and understanding of community issues, problems and resources; to develop youth-led 
programs in their communities; and to work on ideas to improve their communities better. Director 
of the Department Luka explained that youth is defined as ages 18-35, in terms of four categories: 
youth at school; youth out of school; youth in institutions; and youth as Change Agents. To identify 
“Youth as Change Agents,” the Department assesses poor households and identifies able-bodied 
individuals who can change the household situation and serve as support for other individuals to 
achieve their dreams. The goals are to build local capacity and job-creating opportunities, and to 
have a household change agent and a community change agent in each district. Consistent with 
the focus on community development, community needs are assessed. One value-based program, 
for youth out-of-school who have not passed matriculation, offers an accredited program that serves 
as a bridge to enter university. Empowerment is very important; and supplements to the Life Skills 
currently provided in schools would be helpful. Education has to be practical and focus on 
developing the inner person. Drug and alcohol abuse, and also teen pregnancy rates, are very high 
in areas, so developing capacities in youth to avoid falling into these traps is crucial. To embellish 
programming already in the villages, Day Camps and Residential camps would be valuable, ideally 
for all four categories, year-round, starting with a general model that would be adapted for each 
of the four youth categories. A community facilitator would assist after the residential camp, when 
the campers return to their communities, to help develop local capacity. The community should 
also be invited to see the Camps, to foster community-building and social cohesion. After a year, 
all the attendees would be followed up to ascertain the outcome and assess what’s working well.

The challenge is the cost of such programming as financial resources are limited; additional donors 
from the private sector can be approached. Some camps have been run with students from private 
schools, which creates cross-subsidization; the ones who can pay subsidize the ones who cannot. 
This provides more cohesion. Boarding Schools or churches could be used as facilities. Phil noted 
that while Residential Camp programs are preferable, Day Camp programs are successful and cost 
considerably less. In terms of job development, many GCA counselors have gotten permanent jobs 
with other organizations (e.g. in the private sector and with NGOs) after having worked at the 
Camps.

Further meetings were held in South Africa with the GCA director (our IAAP partner) and 
Department of Social Development staff, who also visited the Camp. We hope to also meet during 
the International Congress of Psychology (ICP) in Cape Town, South Africa, July 2012.

The IAAP team welcomes contact from IAAP members and members of other psychological 
NGOs, about such projects and efforts. Contact DrJudyK@aol.com or mberry@sirota.com.

– Submitted by IAAP UN reps Judy Kuriansky and Mary O’Neill Berry
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